
                               Laws and Procedures of Bridge                  
We bring together in four documents essential guidance for club players, on the basics of Bridge Law, 

together with the EBU’s regulations and the club’s playing rules.    

I.   ORGANISATION OF PLAY 
1. Playing Time.  

Players must be seated 10 minutes before the indicated start time for the event, to enable the 

Director and Bridgemate operator to get the event off to a prompt start. 

2. Paperwork.  

We use Bridgemate terminals to record the scores for all our events. This equipment enables us to 

dispense with Player Slips and paper Travellers. At the end of the event the results are immediately 

visible.   

At the same time, we email to the players ranking lists, handicapped ranking lists, fully itemized 

travellers and a personal score card.  

The club has no requirements for player’s personal score cards. Players should update them in their 

own time, avoiding the hold-up of play. 

3.  Best Behaviour at Bridge. 
Members should greet others in a friendly manner prior to the start of play in each round. 

Both couples should endeavor to be good ‘hosts’ or ‘guests,’ giving credit for good play and making 

the bridge enjoyable for all players. 

It is rude to criticize your partner or opponents, to gloat over results or to be other than polite.  

Players should not object to a call for the director by their opponents or dispute or argue about 

director rulings. 

 The director should be called if you encounter flagrant infringements of best behaviour.  

4.  Convention Cards  

Pairs should have identical convention cards, which opponents can examine before the bidding 

starts. In the Bridge Aids section of the we provides for downloading blank EBU Convention Cards, 

(form 20B),  and standard convention cards for Acol, Benji Acol and Five Card Majors. These bidding 

systems are accepted as being generally understood at BBC.  Convention cards are mandatory for 

all other systems. 

If you don’t have a convention card, you should tell opponents your basic system when they come 

to your table. If opponents don't do this, you should ask them before bidding starts. 

The laws of bridge expect you to understand the essentials of your opponents bidding system and 

offer you little or no help if you make bidding errors through not knowing it 

5. Player's Responsibilities  
North is responsible for ensuring that the correct board is played, and for passing the boards on to 

the next table. 

 North or South are normally responsible for entering the score in the Bridgemate. 

 All players are responsible for ensuring that the board in play remains aligned with the players at all 

times, and for accuracy of the scores. 

 Moving couples must ensure that they arrive at the correct table. Director will attribute to them the 

penalties that arise from their taking the wrong seats, if play proceeds. 



 Each player is obliged to count his cards, face down, before looking at them. Errors in the pack that 

would have been discovered by counting are attributed to the player holding the cards, as are any 

penalties, if the board cannot be played. 

The cards are assumed by the laws to have been in the hands of the correct player from the 

beginning. When one player is short at the end, call the Director.  In all probability there will be a 

revoke to sort out. 

6. Correction Period.   
This is a defined period in which the club allows scores to be amended after play is complete.  

Recognizing the players' ample opportunities to participate in verifying and correcting the scores 

during the round, the club has shortened its correction period to thirty following the display of the 

final result.  

The director may override this regulation, but only to protect the positions and Master Points of 

innocent parties. 

 


